Information Sheet

NAME:_____________________________________________

EMAIL:_____________________________________________

SCHOOL / DEGREE PROGRAM:_____________________________________________

Which stage are you in your program? (2nd year PhD; thesis writer; post-doc; etc.)

Are you thinking of taking this course for credit?

Which graduate courses have you taken in Micro Theory? With whom?

Which graduate courses have you taken in Econometrics and Statistics? With whom?

Which graduate classes have you taken in applied micro? (Labor Economics, Public Economics, Industrial Organization…) With whom?

Which classes have you taken in behavioral economics, behavioral finance, social psychology, or neuroscience?
If you are currently writing your dissertation (or thinking about planning to start contemplating writing your dissertation), describe briefly what area you have been working on.

Please add any additional comments that you think might be relevant (e.g. what you hope to get out of the course, your background, what interests you).

THANKS!